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About This Software

3D printing as easy as printing on a white piece of paper

CUR3D, the first real 3D printing prepress, will revolutionize your workflow with 3D printers. No matter what type of vision
models you want to print, CUR3D will revolutionize, accelerate and simplify your work with 3D printers. Now you can

concentrate on the essentials and CUR3D does the rest. Thus a high level of productivity, quality gain, cost and time savings is
achieved. „Now it’s printable, because it’s CUR3D!“
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The first real 3D printing prepress

Most CAD data are not printable out of the box. Usually several hours of preparation of the drawings are necessary: thin walls
and overlapping surfaces must be corrected, as well as wrong normals. The filling of cavities and holes takes much time, too.

And if the scaling factor also deviates from the original data, frustration is pre-programmed. RUHRSOURCE CUR3D (spoken:
cured) reduces the amount of work from many hours to a few minutes. The Gutenberg-revolution for additive manufacturing:
No matter what type of vision models you want to print, CUR3D will revolutionize your work with 3D printers and, above all,

speed up the process. Now you can concentrate on the essentials and CUR3D does the rest.

Some before-and-after examples

Generative StructureSynth design:
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Technical 3D model of an extruder:
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Model of a brick car with interior:
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Medical scan of a urinary tract:
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Data Input – Magic Box – Data Output

CUR3D scales 3D models without loss, thickens surfaces to a printable minimum, corrects overlapping surfaces as well
as improper normals and closes gaps.

CUR3D operates completely automatic, fast and absolutely secure. You determine a file to be made printable, set the
appropriate dimensions and a desired resolution, CUR3D does the rest, and you can take care of other things.

And the best: CUR3D runs perfectly local on your computer system. There is no cloud; None of your data end up in
foreign hands, but stay with you!

CUR3D is the first real 3D printing prepress, making it the first software on the market to prepare every model for 3D
printing.

CUR3D supports every 3d printing process and 3d printer.

FAQ:

What are the CUR3D Maker Edition features?

Quite simply: everything the maker’s heart desires.

3D printing data preparation by measure in different quality levels for all printing processes

Quickly process the data in seconds
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Easy to use and almost no learning process

Import and export in STL format

Is it a subscription model or do I have to pay for CUR3D Maker Edition only
once?

It is a one time payment. For the CUR3D Maker Edition there will be no subscription!

Can I use the CUR3D ME commercially?

No. Soon, however, a DLC will appear which gives the buyer the rights to commercialize the CUR3D Maker Edition.

Can I open project files from the professional version in CUR3D Maker
Edition?

No.
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Title: CUR3D Maker Edition
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Education, Utilities
Developer:
RUHRSOURCE GmbH
Publisher:
RUHRSOURCE GmbH
Release Date: 26 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Microsoft Windows 7*

Processor: 64 bit system

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX* 11 graphics card

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 150 MB available space

English,German
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Have you lost Christmas feeling?
Do you like experiments?

True indie game from crazy developers, that's your choice. Defend your hearts from evil creatures, play with someone on same
screen \u2014 battle of Santa Claus vs Ded Moroz, who is better?

Have fun, and support those developerts.. DEILAND PC
เป็นเกมส์ที่ สนุก เพลิดเพลินอีกเกมส์เลยทีเดียว เดิมที เคยเป็นเกมส์ในมือถือมาก่อน แต่ มาทำใหม่ ในคอมแล้ว ภาพถูกพัฒนาไปเยอะเลย สวย
น่ารัก สดใสดี เสียงต่างๆ ดูเรียบง่าย แต่ ก็ทำได้ดีในระดับ เกมส์แนว อินดี้ อยู่นะ ให้อารมคล้ายๆพวก DON'T STAVE อะไรพวกนี้
คอนเสพของเกมส์ใช้ได้เลย ไอเดียดีมากๆ เป็น เจ้าชายน้อย ไปติดอยู่ นอกโลก แล้ว คอยทำฟาม หาเลี้ยงตัวเอง ฟามของ คราฟของ มาประทังชีวิต
ต้องคอยหาของมาขาย ถือว่า เพลินดีเลย และ ต้องคอยระวัง มอนสเตอร์ที่มาโจมตีอยู่เรื่อยๆ แต่ การเล่น ก็อาจจะวนๆ ไปในแต่ละวัน
มันเหมือนจะน่าเบื่อนะ แต่ ก็ไม่หรอก ถ้าคนชอบแนวนี้ เหมือนผม ใครที่ชอบแนว คราฟของ ขายของ อัพเกรทของใหม่ๆ แนว DONTSTAVE
ก็คงจะชอบเกมส์นี้ได้ไม่ยากเย็นนัก
เกมส์เพล สนุกใช้ได้ เพลินดี ภาพโอเค คอมสเปกต่ำๆ ก็เล่นได้ เด็กเล่นได้ ผู้ใหญ่เล่นดี พักเกมส์หนักๆ มาเล่นเกมส์พวกนี้บ้าง ก็ดีเหมือนกันครับ
ใครที่เคยชอบเกมส์นี้ ในมือถือ อยู่แล้ว แนะนำ จัดเลย ช่วงเกมส์ออกใหม่ๆ ลดตั้ง 15% แหนะ น่าจะอีกวันเดียวแล้วมั้ง
คุ้มค่ากับเงินทุกบาทแน่นอนครับ

GAMEPLAY 9.5/10
GRAPHIC 9/10
SOUND AND MUSIC 9/10
PERFORMANCE 10/10
STORY 7/10
  SCORE 8.9/10 GREAT. Meh. It's fun but the campaign was ~10 hours. I'm pretty much a single player only gamer so that's
not really worth the price tag for me. I tried horde mode and that was kinda cool, reminiscent of COD Zombies.. I like graphic
style and peaceful atmosphere of the game and locate states on the map and finding shapes was really fun. However as a non-
american, other quizzes (Capitals, Flags, Mottos and Nicknames) were not very interesting to me.. Got it as backer - and loved it
so far. Especially the couch multiplayer, the special moves and the general athmosphere are absolutely fantastic.
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Time to completion - 4 hours. Taking my time.

An EXTREMELY short puzzle platformer that desperately needs steam workshop support. What is there is fun.. A good story
about The International 2017, namely the Virtus team.Pro as she overcomes difficulties. I advise you to watch this video it will
give you a lot in life decisions that will change your life for the better.. This game is horrible, there is absolutely nothing to do
but to eat carrots and got through a portal, and also the trading cards are broken. 0.1\/10. For \u00a33.99 me and some friends
bought this game to just have some fun but everytime we joined each others game, the person who was host was the only one
without major lag. We even tried rotating hosts just incase but it was always the same..

It would be alright if it worked properly.. still not sure if it's worth the \u00a33.99 price tag. This game is amazing. The learning
curve is high, but once you've got the blocking down, this game becomes so satisfying. The movement is fluid and the story is
interesting. This has become one of my favorite games of all time, and I hope From Software release some DLC for this. It
deserves the extra treatment.. https:\/\/youtu.be\/IK8FqVronY0

Very well designed game! Simple yet beautiful. I can't get over the well use of the bloom effect on the bit art and simple colors.
For this price, I think this game could serve as a good couch play game during hangouts.. I am not one to watch a movie twice
unless it's a classic like "Pink Flamingos"
much less revisit a game
but Shatter has stuck in my head since I beat it on PSN

It is so much more than a breakout clone
It has a phenomenal soundtrack
Even if you are not into electronic music
it is killer

The boss battles are complex and riveting
The graphics and gameplay still hold up 7 years later
and this game will certainly age well
It deserves a VR upgrade if anything

You are a sentient ball and paddle trying to escape
the clutches of the man's forced labor matrix
break out and free your mind
shatter all preconcived notions of reality
rage against the machine
escape this prison planet
You can dew it!. this game has the worst controls ever
. This is a quality game. Textures, animation, voice are all excellent. It's an arcade game and has online scoreboard where you
can compete against many others for high scores. Love it!
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